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EXCERPT
There wasn’t much in life that
could knock Marnie Dixon down, but
seeing her daughter sit at the kitchen
table, head in hands, weeping,
did the job. Just the idea of Dawn
sobbing made Marnie start to cry.
Her friend Maeve always said that
mothers felt whatever pain their child
felt, only magnified. Marnie jumped
up and got a box of tissues to set on
the table between them.
Dawn rarely cried, even as a little
girl. When she was learning to walk,
she would fall, pick herself up, and try
again. That was Dawn. Philip used to
say that their daughter was born accepting the fact that life would require
grit and determination.
Dazed, Marnie rose again and went
to get two cups of coffee. She filled
them, then remembered they’d run
out of coffee creamer. A brilliant idea
struck. She opened the freezer and
rummaged for a container of vanilla ice
cream. She dropped two big spoonfuls
of ice cream into both mugs and handed
one to Dawn, who peered vaguely at the
melting lumps.
“Everything’s better with ice cream,”
Marnie said. She slipped into the chair
next to her. “Start at the beginning.
Tell me what happened.” The timer on
her phone went off and she jumped up
to take her pain pills. Dawn sat at the
kitchen table, watching her with worried
eyes. “I’m fine, honey. I really am. This is
just a little blip on the radar.”
“Mom, please sit down.”
Right. Marnie needed to settle. She sat
in the chair opposite Dawn and put both
hands around the warm coffee mug. “Let’s
talk about your wedding.”
“I keep trying to tell you. There is no
wedding.”
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Award-Winning, Bestselling Author
with Nearly 1.5 Million Copies Sold
 Fisher’s contemporary
romances consistently hit
the ECPA bestseller lists
 “Fisher creates a vibrant cast
of charming, plucky characters set on redefining themselves.”—Publishers Weekly on
On a Summer Tide
 Escape into a new series set in
a charming town on Cape Cod
this summer

D

awn Dixon can hardly believe she’s on a groomless honeymoon on beautiful Cape Cod . . .
with her mother. Sure, Marnie Dixon is good company, but Dawn was supposed to be
here with Kevin, the love of her life (or so she thought).
Marnie Dixon needs some time away from the absolute realness of life as much as her
jilted daughter does, and she’s not about to let her only child suffer alone—even if Marnie
herself had been doing precisely that for the past month.
Given the circumstances, maybe it was inevitable that Marnie would do something as
rash as buy a run-down ice-cream shop in the town’s tightly regulated historic district. After
all, everything’s better with ice cream.
Her exasperated daughter knows that she’s the one who will have to clean up this mess.
Even when her mother’s impulsive real estate purchase brings Kevin back into her life,
Dawn doesn’t get her hopes up. Everyone knows that broken romances stay broken . . .
don’t they?
Welcome to a summer of sweet surprises on Cape Cod—a place where dreams just
might come true.
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Suzanne Woods Fisher

9 780800 739478
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: May 3
$16.99
978-0-8007-3947-8
trade paper
5½ x 8½
320 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Romance / General
FICTION / Romance / Contemporary
FICTION / Romance / Clean & Wholesome
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Suzanne Woods Fisher is an
award-winning, bestselling author of more than thirty books,
including The Moonlight School
and A Season on the Wind,
as well as the THREE SISTERS
ISLAND, NANTUCKET LEGACY, AMISH
BEGINNINGS, THE BISHOP’S FAMILY,
THE DEACON’S FAMILY, and THE
INN AT EAGLE HILL series. She is
also the author of several nonfiction books about the
Amish, including Amish Peace and Amish Proverbs.
She lives in California.
Learn more at www.suzannewoodsfisher.com and
follow Suzanne on Facebook @SuzanneWoodsFisherAuthor and Twitter @suzannewfisher.
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Head Out on a Cross-Country Pilgrimage
in This Remarkable Debut
 An unforgettable story of healing and fulfillment for a
new generation of readers
 Will appeal to readers of Sharon Garlough Brown,
Rachel Linden, and Erin Bartels
 Lytle is a debut novelist

M

el Ellis knows that her eating disorder is ruining her life. But she
can’t bring herself to go to rehab so someone else can fix her mess.
Broken and empty in more ways than one, Mel makes one last-ditch effort
to make hers a story worth telling. She will walk her own road to recovery
along the lesser-known trails of the North American wilderness.
Though she is physically and mentally unprepared to face the difficulties
that lay ahead, she sets off on foot from Grand Rapids, Michigan, and
heads toward Mount Rainier National Park in Washington State. During
the long journey, she meets strangers with their own stories, as well as
ghosts from her past who can no longer be ignored. But though the land
she travels threatens her success at every turn, it’s her own dark thoughts
she’ll have to overcome in order to find peace in the life and the body she
has been given.
With pitch-perfect timing and a delightful sense of irony, debut author
Autumn Lytle masterfully leads readers on a journey down the hard path
toward healing.

All That Fills Us
Autumn Lytle

9 780800 740160
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: May 3
$15.99
978-0-8007-4016-0
trade paper
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Contemporary
FICTION / Women
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Autumn Lytle identifies with a
strange group of humans who
enjoy running long distances
and writing even longer books.
Along with being a foreverrecovering anorexic and
exercise addict, she is a weirdly
good checkers player and finder
of four-leaf clovers. She spends
her days thinking up stories and
trying to figure out this whole parenting thing with
her son. She can often be found out exploring her
hometown of Seattle, Washington, with her family in
tow. Learn more at www.autumnlytle.com.
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Gabhart’s Books Have Sold
Nearly Half a Million Copies
 Author is the winner of multiple awards, including
Booklist’s Top 10 Romances of 2018
 “The characters stepped right out of the pages of the
book.”—Interviews & Reviews on An Appalachian Summer
 “Ann H. Gabhart has hand-delivered a tale that will
make readers feel right at home, with a voice that is
every bit as distinct and special as Gabhart herself.”
—Susie Finkbeiner, author of The Nature of Small Birds,
on Along a Storied Trail

I

f any place on God’s earth was designed to help one heal, it is Meadowland. Surely here, at her brother-in-law’s Kentucky farm, Rose and her
daughters can recover from the events of the recent past—the loss of her
husband during the 1918 influenza epidemic, her struggle with tuberculosis that required a stay at a sanatorium, and her girls’ experience in an
orphanage during her illness. At Meadowland, hope blooms as their past
troubles become rich soil in which their faith can grow.
Dirk Meadows may have opened his home to his late brother’s widow
and her girls, but he keeps his heart tightly closed. The roots of his pain run
deep, and the evidence of it is written across his face. Badly scarred by a
fire and abandoned by the woman he loved, Dirk fiercely guards his heart
from being hurt again. But it may be that his visitors will bring light back
into his world and unlock the secret to true healing.
Bestselling author Ann H. Gabhart explores the tender places within
the human heart in this character-driven story of trusting God to turn our
burdens into something beautiful.

When the Meadow Blooms
Ann H. Gabhart
9 780800 737221
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: May 3
$16.99
978-0-8007-3722-1
trade paper
5½ x 8½
384 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Romance / General
FICTION / Romance / Historical / General
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Ann H. Gabhart is the
bestselling author of Along a
Storied Trail, An Appalachian
Summer, River to Redemption,
These Healing Hills, and Angel
Sister, along with several
Shaker novels—The Refuge,
The Outsider, The Believer, The
Seeker, The Blessed, and The
Gifted. She and her husband
live on a farm a mile from where she was born in
rural Kentucky. Ann enjoys discovering the everyday
wonders of nature while hiking in her farm’s fields and
woods with her grandchildren and her dogs, Frankie
and Marley. Learn more at www.annhgabhart.com.
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Walters Pens Another SNAP Agency
Adventure Full of Espionage and Betrayal
 “I loved every minute.”—Lynette Eason, award-winning
and bestselling author, on Lights Out
 Walters was a 2019 Carol Award finalist for Living Lies
 Will appeal to readers of Lisa Harris, Lynette Eason, and
Dee Henderson

I

n 1964, a group of scientists called the Los Alamos Five came close to
finishing a nuclear energy project for the United States government
when they were abruptly disbanded. Now the granddaughter of one of
those five scientists, aerospace engineer Elinor Mitchell, discovers that
she has highly sensitive information on the project in her possession—
and a target on her back.
SNAP agent and former Navy cryptologist Kekoa Young is tasked with
monitoring Elinor. This is both convenient since she’s his neighbor in
Washington, DC, and decidedly inconvenient because . . . well, he kind of
likes her.
As Elinor follows the clues her grandfather left behind to a top-secret
nuclear project, Kekoa has no choice but to step in. When Elinor learns he
has been spying on her, she’s crushed. But with danger closing in on all
sides, she’ll have to trust him to ensure her discoveries stay out of enemy
hands.
Natalie Walters sucks you into the global race for space domination
in this perfectly paced second installment of her SNAP Agency romantic
suspense series.

Fatal Code

THE SNAP AGENCY #2 OF 3

Natalie Walters

9 780800 739799
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: May 3
$15.99
978-0-8007-3979-9
trade paper
5½ x 8½
320 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Suspense
FICTION / Christian / Romance / General
FICTION / Romance / Suspense
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Natalie Walters is the author
of Lights Out, as well as the
HARBORED SECRETS series. A
military wife, she currently resides in Texas with her soldier
husband and is the proud mom
of three. She loves traveling,
spending time with her family,
and connecting with readers on
Instagram and Facebook. Learn
more at www.nataliewalterswriter.com.
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Hannon’s Revell Novels Have Sold
More Than 1.2 Million Copies
 Bestselling author won the 2021 Booksellers’ Best
Award and was a finalist for the 2020 HOLT and 2019
National Readers’ Choice Award

REPACK

 Hannon consistently makes the ECPA bestseller lists

B

estselling author and queen of romantic suspense Irene Hannon has
been wowing readers for over a decade with her fast-paced pageturners. Now her first explosive series featuring FBI hostage rescue team
members is being reissued with eye-catching new cover designs to reach a
wider audience hungry for more of her stellar storytelling.

Praise for Irene Hannon’s bestselling HEROES OF QUANTICO series:
“I found someone who writes romantic suspense better than I do.”
—Dee Henderson, New York Times bestselling author
“In Harm’s Way kept me turning pages as it raced from one twist to
another. This book will be a hit!”—Susan May Warren, USA Today bestselling author
“Superbly written .”—Booklist
“The only downside to this terrific novel is that you won’t want to put it
down.”—RT Book Reviews (4½ stars, Top Pick)

Against All Odds
An Eye for an Eye
In Harm’s Way
HEROES OF QUANTICO #1–3

Irene Hannon

9 780800 741822
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: May 3
$16.99 each
trade paper
5½ x 8½
1 Against All Odds
978-0-8007-4182-2
336 pages
Case Quantity: 32

2 An Eye for an Eye
978-0-8007-4183-9
304 pages
Case Quantity: 32
3 In Harm’s Way
978-0-8007-4184-6
336 pages
Case Quantity: 32

9 780800 741839

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Irene Hannon is the bestselling author of more than 60 novels, including the long-running HOPE HARBOR series, as well as Labyrinth of Lies, Point of Danger and the CODE OF
HONOR, PRIVATE JUSTICE, and MEN OF VALOR suspense series, among others. Her books have
been honored with three coveted RITA Awards from Romance Writers of America, and
she is a member of that organization’s elite Hall of Fame. Her many other awards include
National Readers’ Choice, Daphne du Maurier, Retailers’ Choice, Booksellers’ Best, Carol,
and Reviewers’ Choice from RT Book Reviews magazine, which also honored her with
a Career Achievement Award for her entire body of work. In addition, she is a two-time
Christy Award finalist. Learn more at www.irenehannon.com.

ALSO AVAILABLE

Category: FICTION / Christian / Suspense
FICTION / Christian / Romance / General
FICTION / Christian / General
Rights: Worldwide

9 780800 741846

TRIPLE THREAT
1 Point of Danger
978-0-8007-3617-0
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EXCERPT
He narrowed his eyes. “Are you
flirting with me?”
“Oh boy, you’re in worse shape
than I thought.” She smiled then,
her golden-brown eyes alight in the
moonlight, and the smell of her, maybe
coconut oil she’d used by the pool,
and a hint of the salty air, conspired
to stir something deep inside him.
Something he’d successfully
ignored for the six years of training
and deployment.
Maybe yeah, his heart, because
there was no room for excess emotion
in his job. And he was always on the
job.
“But like I said, nothing’s happening
here.” She let go of him and jumped
off the retaining wall. “Yet. Tomorrow,
when you pick me up for dinner, then
we’ll see.”
She waited near the bike as he ran
down to retrieve her satchel and dress.
By the time he returned, the sky had
started to rumble. She put on the dress,
then her satchel.
He climbed on the bike, and she got
on behind him. Slipped her arms around
his waist. And shoot if he didn’t take
the long way around the island. It may
have been a bad idea because the skies
opened up and by the time they reached
the Bahama Mamma, they were both
drenched, his white oxford plastered to
his torso. The rain spilled off the tiki roof
into the parking lot and lightning cracked
the sky.
They both got off and made a dash for
the lobby. He stood, shivering, sopping
wet, not quite wanting to leave her, the
way she smiled at him. Her dress clung to
her body, her hair dark and curly, and he
thought maybe she was right…
She had awakened something inside
of him.
He just hoped it didn’t get him killed.
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USA Today Bestselling Author with
More Than 1 Million Copies Sold
 Warren has won many awards,
including the Christy, the Carol
Award, and the RITA
 “Enjoyable thriller about a
high-stakes rescue mission
during a devastating catastrophe.”—Publishers Weekly on
The Price of Valor
 “Susan May Warren is a master
at creating all sorts of action
and intrigue.”—Interviews &
Reviews on The Price of Valor

W

hen former Navy Seal and lifelong bachelor Ranger Kingston is called upon to take
part in a rescue mission to save his brother Colt, who has been kidnapped by terrorists in Nigeria, he is shocked to find among the hostages a woman he knows and could
never forget.
Noemi Sutton was attempting to return a young girl to her family in Boko Haran territory
when she and the girl found themselves taken hostage, along with several others.
And while Ranger Kingston may be able to get the hostages away from their captors,
he’ll need Noemi’s help if he ever hopes to get out of Nigeria alive.
Her solution? Pose as husband and wife. But when her uncle discovers the union, he
insists on a traditional Nigerian wedding—binding Noemi to a man destined to break her
heart. Worse, she’s discovered the real reason she was kidnapped, and anyone around her
is bound to be caught in the cross fire. Including her so-called new husband.
She’ll need to figure out a way to leave the man she loves if she wants to save his life.
USA Today bestselling author Susan May Warren throws you into the thick of the action
in this high-stakes, globe-trotting romance.
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Susan May Warren

9 780800 739836
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: June 7
$16.99
978-0-8007-3983-6
trade paper
5½ x 8½
368 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Romance / General
FICTION / Romance / Contemporary
FICTION / Romance / Action & Adventure
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Susan May Warren is
the USA Today bestselling
author of more than 85 novels
with more than 1 million books
sold, including the GLOBAL
SEARCH AND RESCUE and the
MONTANA RESCUE series, as well
as Sunrise. Winner of a RITA
Award and multiple Christy
and Carol Awards, as well as
the HOLT Medallion and numerous Readers’ Choice
Awards, Susan makes her home in Minnesota.
Find her online at www.susanmaywarren.com, on
Facebook @SusanMayWarrenFiction, and on Twitter
@SusanMayWarren.
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Thrilling Romantic Suspense with an
Amish Twist from Bestselling Author
 Alford is a USA Today bestseller
 Alford’s novels have been finalists for the Daphne Du
Maurier Award of Excellence
 Will appeal to readers of Nancy Mehl, Patricia Bradley,
and DiAnn Mills

W

hen Leah Miller’s entire Amish family was murdered ten years
ago, the person believed responsible took his own life. Since then,
Leah left the Amish and joined the police force. Now, after another Amish
woman is found murdered with the same MO, it becomes clear that the
wrong man may have been blamed for her family’s deaths.
As Leah and the new police chief, Dalton Cooper, work long hours struggling to fit the pieces together in order to catch the killer, they can’t help
but grow closer. When secrets from both of their pasts begin to surface,
an unexpected connection between them is revealed. But this is only the
beginning. Could it be that the former police chief framed an innocent man
to keep the biggest secret of all buried? And what will it mean for Leah—
and Dalton—when the full truth comes to light?
USA Today bestselling author Mary Alford keeps you guessing as two
determined souls plumb the dark depths of the past in order to forge a
brighter future—together.

Among the Innocent
Mary Alford

9 780800 740269
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: June 7
$15.99
978-0-8007-4026-9
trade paper
5½ x 8½
320 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Suspense
FICTION / Amish & Mennonite
FICTION / Romance / Suspense
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Mary Alford is a USA Today
bestselling author who loves
giving her readers the unexpected, combining unforgettable characters with unpredictable plots that result in stories
the reader can’t put down.
Her titles have been finalists
for several awards, including
the Daphne Du Maurier, the
Beverly, the Maggie, and the Selah. She and her
husband live in the heart of Texas in the middle of
70 acres with two cats and one dog. Learn more at
www.maryalford.net.
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Fordham Returns with a Tale of
Fortune, Honor, and Romance
 “Fordham brings new depth to her signature charm.”
—Booklist on A Lady in Attendance
 Fordham was a 2019 INSPY Award finalist and Nancy
Pearl finalist
 Will appeal to readers of Janette Oke and Lauraine
Snelling

A

s Norah King surveys her family land in Iowa in 1880, she is acutely
aware that it is all she has left, and she will do everything in her
power to save it—even if that means marrying a man she hardly knows.
Days before her wedding, Norah discovers an injured man on her property.
Her sense of duty compels her to take him in and nurse him back to health.
Little does she realize just how much this act of kindness will complicate
her life and threaten the future she’s planned.
Norah’s care does more than aid Quincy Barnes’s recovery—it awakens
his heart to possibilities. Penniless and homeless, he knows the most
honorable thing he can do is head on down the road and leave Norah to
marry her intended. But walking away from the first person to believe in
him proves much harder than he imagined.
Rachel Fordham invites you to experience the strength and beauty of
love forged in the crucible of hardship in this heartwarming story.

Where the Road Bends
Rachel Fordham

9 780800 739744
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: June 7
$15.99
978-0-8007-3974-4
trade paper
5½ x 8½
336 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Romance / General
FICTION / Romance / Historical / General
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Rachel Fordham is the author
of A Lady in Attendance, A Life
Once Dreamed, The Hope of
Azure Springs, and Yours Truly,
Thomas. Fans expect stories
with heart and she delivers,
diving deep into the human experience and tugging at reader
emotions. She loves connecting
with people, traveling to new
places, and daydreaming about future projects that
will have sigh-worthy endings and memorable characters. She is a busy mom, raising both biological and
foster children (a cause she feels passionate about).
She lives with her husband and children on an island
in the state of Washington. Learn more at
www.rachelfordham.com.
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Hannibal’s Books Have Sold More
Than 300,000 Copies
 Author has won the Selah Award, the Carol Award, and
three Silver Falchions
 “Hannibal writes a fast-paced, quick-read thriller with
crossover romantic elements.”—Library Journal on The
Paris Betrayal
 “An ambitious, beautifully realized thriller cut from the
cloth of James Rollins and Steve Berry.”—BookTrib on
The Gryphon Heist

D

r. Peter Chesterfield is one of the Royal London Hospital’s top neurosurgeons. He is also a workaholic, ordered by his boss to take a week
off to attend a medical symposium at the luxurious Elysium Grand on the
island of Maui. While there, Peter pulls a woman with a skull fracture from
the water. Though he is able to revive her in the ambulance, she eventually
dies in his arms, leaving him with only one clue to what happened to her:
the word “honu.”
Increasingly obsessed with discovering the cause of his patient’s death,
Peter becomes entangled in an ongoing investigation of a brazen luxury
auto theft. He also becomes a source of deep irritation to detective Lisa
Kealoha, who has jurisdiction over the case.
But when the two join forces, they begin to uncover a destructive plot
that runs far deeper than either of them could have imagined. And if
they’re not careful, they’re both going to end up dead.
Award-winning author James R. Hannibal whisks you away to the
deadly beauty of Hawaii for a story of greed, violence, and justice that will
leave you breathless.

Elysium Tide
James R. Hannibal
9 780800 738518
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: June 7
$15.99
978-0-8007-3851-8
trade paper
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Suspense
FICTION / Thrillers / Suspense
FICTION / Action & Adventure
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
James R. Hannibal is
no stranger to secrets and
adventure. This former stealth
pilot from Houston, Texas, has
been shot at, locked up with
surface-to-air missiles, and
chased down a winding German
road by an armed terrorist. He
is a three-time Silver Falchion
Award winner for his children’s
mysteries, and a Carol and Selah Award winner for
The Gryphon Heist and Chasing the White Lion. His
latest spy thriller is The Paris Betrayal. James is a
rare multisense synesthete, meaning all of his senses
intersect. He sees and feels sounds and smells, and
hears flashes of light. If he tells you the chocolate cake
you offered smells blue and sticky, take it as a compliment. Connect with James at www.jamesrhannibal.com.
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USA Today Bestselling Author with More
Than 1 Million Copies Sold
 “Goddard emphasizes action and suspense over
romance as she starts out strong and builds steadily
towards the dramatic conclusion.”—Booklist on
Present Danger
 Will appeal to readers of Lynette Eason and Irene Hannon
 “Two people who decide that justice and love are worth
fighting for all add up to a riveting read you won’t want
to put down. I highly recommend this book!”—Lynette
Eason, bestselling and award-winning author, on Present
Danger

M

ackenzie Hanson’s special set of skills opened the door to a
successful career as a professor of cybersecurity at a Michigan
university, allowing her to put her criminal past behind her. But when a
long-ago partner in crime delivers a cryptic message about her father’s
tech company being under cyberattack, she heads for Montana to secure
exposed assets, close security breaches, and hopefully save lives.
Diplomatic Security Services special agent Alex Knight is back home
in Montana to decompress from a mission gone wrong. But even as he’s
trying to relax, he’s drawn into another mystery, complete with suspicious
deaths, lethal threats, and whispers of espionage that all have one thing in
common—a beautiful cybersecurity expert with a dark past.
When the situation turns deadly, Alex and Mackenzie will have to
work together to find the answers they need—before someone silences
Mackenzie for good.
USA Today bestselling author Elizabeth Goddard weaves a tangled web
of nail-biting suspense and heart-stopping romance in this fast-paced
conclusion to her Rocky Mountain Courage series.

Critical Alliance

ROCKY MOUNTAIN COURAGE #3 OF 3

Elizabeth Goddard
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: July 5
$15.99
978-0-8007-3800-6
trade paper
5½ x 8½
368 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Suspense
FICTION / Christian / Romance / General
FICTION / Romance / Suspense
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Elizabeth Goddard is the
USA Today bestselling and
award-winning author of more
than 50 novels, including Present Danger, Deadly Target, and
the UNCOMMON JUSTICE series.
Her books have sold over 1
million copies. She is a Carol
Award winner and a Daphne du
Maurier Award finalist. When
she’s not writing, she loves spending time with her
family, traveling to find inspiration for her next book,
and serving with her husband in ministry. For more
information about her books, visit her website at
www.elizabethgoddard.com.
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Wit and Wisdom Abound in This
Heartfelt and Memorable Debut
 Will appeal to readers of Lauren Denton and Rachel
Hauck
 Brunsvold won the 2020 Genesis Award for Contemporary Fiction
 Brunsvold is a debut novelist

A

idyn Kelley is talented, ambitious, and ready for a more serious
assignment than the fluff pieces she’s been getting as a cub reporter
for the Kansas City Star. In her eagerness, she pushes too hard, earning
herself the menial task of writing an obituary for an unremarkable woman
who’s just entered hospice care.
But there’s more to Clara Kip than meets the eye. The spirited septuagenarian may be dying, but she’s not quite ready to cash it in yet. Never
one to shy away from an assignment herself, she can see that God brought
the young reporter into her life for a reason. And if it’s a story Aidyn Kelley
wants, that’s just what Mrs. Kip will give her—but she’s going to have to
work for it.
Debut author Sara Brunsvold delights with this emotional multigenerational story that shows that the very best life is made up of thousands of
little deaths to self. You’ll want to be just like Mrs. Kip when you grow up!
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Johnson’s Novels Have Sold Over
Half a Million Copies
 Will appeal to readers of Colleen Coble and Lisa Wingate
 “Johnson kicks off her PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND SHORES series
with this heartwarming romance. Johnson’s fans will
eagerly anticipate the next installment of this promising series.”—Publishers Weekly starred review of Beyond
the Tides
 Johnson is a New York Times bestselling author and
Christy Award finalist

W

hen Eli Ross left Prince Edward Island to join the NHL, he left a
broken family behind. More than a decade later, he’s broke and
headed home to an uncertain welcome. He wants to make things right
with the family he wronged, but his mom’s business partner isn’t making it
easy. To top it off, the coaching job he’s accepted turns out to be far more
difficult than he anticipated.
For years, Violet Donaghy has put everything she had into making Eli’s
mom’s ceramics shop a success, and she’s not eager to forgive the man
who hurt the family that’s taken her in as one of their own. But when the
kiln at the shop starts a fire that nearly destroys the studio, she’ll need all
the help she can get to save the business and their summer income.
Can these two strong-willed people come together to mend the broken
pieces of the Ross family? Or will the ghosts of the past continue to haunt
them?
Return to Prince Edward Island for a romantic story of family, forgiveness, and the power of love.
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EXCERPT
She drove as fast as she dared
and made it to the courthouse to
find local law enforcement on scene
along with fire trucks, multiple
ambulances, and the FBI mobile command post. SWAT was on standby.
Julianna parked, pulled on her vest
and windbreaker, and headed for
the RV.
When she stepped inside, Special
Agent Hector Rodriguez looked up.
“Glad you could make it.” His dark
eyes, normally serious, held a new
level of intensity. A neatly trimmed
black mustache graced his upper lip,
and he stroked it with one finger as
he was known to do when stressed or
thinking.
“Got here as fast as I could.”
Julianna slipped on the headset that
would allow her to connect with the
man holding the judge and a roomful of
people hostage. “Do we have eyes?”
“We should any moment now.”
“Catch me up.”
“This was the Nicholas Manchester
trial.”
“Ah yes. The guy who hijacked the
plane last year and killed six passengers.”
“That’s the one. Apparently, Nicholas
didn’t like the guilty verdict. He had a
crew on standby, ready to help him out.
Complete with masks and tear gas.”
“How’d they get the stuff in there?”
“The security footage is still being
scanned, but so far, it looks like someone
allowed them access to a back door late
last night. The perpetrators hid out in the
building’s mechanical space, and when
they got the guilty verdict, they stormed
the courtroom. I’m sure we’ll be learning
more as the investigation continues.”
The monitor in front of her flickered and
the courtroom scene came to life. Julianna
leaned in, processing the visual. She counted.
Eleven jurors in the box, seated. Several
crying, others with stone-faced fear. Two
US Marshals lay on the floor in front of the
bench with a woman kneeling next to one
of them. Judge Lisa Stevens sat in her chair,
staring straight ahead. The man behind her
held a fistful of Lisa’s chin-length blond hair
and a gun aimed at her right temple.
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Bestselling Author with More Than
1 Million Copies Sold
 Eason consistently hits the
ECPA bestseller lists
 “Eason is a master of inspirational romantic suspense, and
she takes readers on another
wild ride.”—Booklist on Active
Defense
 “Lynette Eason proves once
again that she is at the top of
her game in Christian romantic suspense.”—More Than a
Review on Active Defense

F

BI special agent Julianna James is a top-notch negotiator who has never lost a hostage.
Surely she can manage to take care of her much younger sister, Dottie, who showed up
unannounced to live with Julianna while she finished her senior year of high school.
A former sniper with the 75th Ranger Regiment, Clay Snyder left the army after a tragic
incident that he can’t get past. Now he’s working as a high school resource officer until he
can figure out what to do with the rest of his life.
Their paths cross when Julianna is called in to negotiate a courtroom hostage situation
involving Clay’s sister. Impressed and a bit intimidated by the calm, capable woman with
the dark hair and blue eyes, Clay invites her to speak at his school. Dottie’s school.
But as the anniversary of a school shooting from Julianna’s past approaches, it becomes
clear that her perfect record is about to be tested and that Dottie is at risk. If Julianna and
Clay can’t figure out who’s behind the attacks, more innocent people will die—and Julianna
just might be one of them.
This intense story of revenge and redemption from bestselling author and master of
suspense Lynette Eason will have you up all night as you race toward the explosive finish.
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USA Today Bestselling Author with
Nearly 250,000 Copies Sold
 Winner of the 2016 Inspirational Reader’s Choice Award
in Romantic Suspense
 “This smart, well-written tale of romantic suspense
in a unique series will appeal to fans of Nevada Barr.”
—Booklist on Obsession
 “A fantastic suspense read with tension at all the right
spots! Fans of Patricia Bradley will not want to miss this
one.”— Write-Read-Life on Obsession

A

fter being forced to kill an FBI agent gone rogue in self-defense
while working in the violent crimes unit for the Investigative Services
Branch, ranger Madison Thorn is comfortable with her move to the fraud
and cyber division. At least numbers don’t lie. So she’s less than thrilled
when a white-collar crime investigation in Natchez, Mississippi, turns
violent. She could also do without being forced to work with formerchildhood-enemy-turned-infuriatingly-handsome park ranger Clayton
Bradshaw.
When a woman who looks just like Madison is attacked on the same
night Madison’s grandfather is shot, it becomes clear that there is something much bigger going on here and that Madison herself is in danger.
Madison and Clayton will have to work together—and suppress their
growing feelings for one another—if they are to discover the truth before
it’s too late.
USA Today bestselling and award-winning author Patricia Bradley closes
out her popular Natchez Trace Park Rangers series with this complex story
of family secrets, mixed motives, and learning to trust.
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